
VERIZON VS ATT

The top two providers offer very similar packagesâ€”Verizon wins in most categories, but AT&Tâ€™s great for TV fans
on a budget. Verizon Wireless and AT&T Wireless are two of our top picks in the land of cell phone service. Verizon vs.
AT&T: 1st-tier unlimited plans.

Premium customers also enjoy an Amazon Prime membership and access to Lookout Premium Plus, which is
a mobile security service. Sprint also lets you mix and match its different unlimited plans so that one line can
be the Plus plan while others can be the lower cost basic plan. Just Kids plans require at least one line of
unlimited data, with pricing dropping the more lines you add. And even when 5G does come to your area,
coverage zones may be small and the reception may be iffy. Plus and Premium subscribers get full HD
streaming. A lawsuit by several states could still undo the deal. It's a breeze to use our comparison tool to find
a cheaper phone plan. One last note about unlimited data: it's not completely unlimited, as all four carriers
reserve the right to slow down your speed if you go over a certain amount of data during a given billing cycle.
But that may be a small sacrifice to make in the name of a lower monthly bill. Basic, Plus and Premium
subscribers get Hulu's streaming service bundled with their wireless plan, but free access to the Tidal music
streaming service is only available to Plus and Premium plans. Instead, T-Mobile's standard unlimited data
plan caps video streaming at p resolution and gives you unlimited hotspot data capped at 3G speeds. Do More
customers get 50GB of what Verizon calls "premium" data â€” that means you can use 50GB before Verizon
reserves the right to slow your data when its network is congested. But 5G is an inevitability, the same way
that 4G replaced 3G before it. Magenta Plus also includes unlimited in-flight Wi-Fi through Gogo. And while
the Basic plan's perks aren't as generous as what you get with Plus or Premium, the lower monthly bill is very
attractive â€” especially compared to Premium, which is one of the most expensive options for families.
Premium data is capped at 25GB for Play More users. If you love to stream movies and music, Play More is
the better option, as it includes a free Apple Music subscription and the ability to stream HD video. Sub-6
currently runs over 2. Rest easy - these smaller carriers are known for their superior attention to their
customers. Buy a Used or Refurbished Smartphone The refurbished smartphone market is a 14 billion dollar
industry, according to Statista.


